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Abstract We find that higher-order ambient seismic field correlations, specifically C3 (correlation of the coda of correlations) of long-duration data sets from Southern California are symmetric despite the fact that the background wavefield is strongly directional. We demonstrate that this symmetry arises primarily from the structure of the C3 time series analysis rather than the diffuse character of the coda. For that reason, the resulting ambient-field Green’s function symmetry may not be diagnostic of correlation quality. We propose an alternative prestack processing scheme that constructs C3 correlations from each C1 (cross correlation) coda time window, but stacks the results only at the final step of processing. Prestack C3 leads to faster convergence and extracts arrivals at higher frequencies than standard poststack processing.

1. Introduction

Multiple theoretical justifications connect time-averaged cross correlations of the ambient seismic field to receiver-to-receiver Green’s functions (Lobkis & Weaver, 2001; Snieder, 2004; Snieder, Sheiman, & Calvert, 2006; Wapenaar, 2004; Wapenaar et al., 2006). Since then time-averaged noise correlation functions have been used for a series of applications ranging from inversion for Earth structure (e.g., Lin et al., 2008; Prieto et al., 2009; Sabra et al., 2005; Shapiro et al., 2005; Stehly et al., 2009), earthquake ground motion prediction (Denolle et al., 2013; Denolle et al., 2014; Sheng et al., 2017; Viens et al., 2014) to image time-dependent crustal changes (Brenguier et al., 2008; Sens-Schönfelder & Wegler, 2006). Despite these impressive results, unevenly distributed noise sources continue to bias travel time and amplitude measurements from correlation functions (Halliday & Curtis, 2008; Stehly et al., 2009; Tsai, 2009, 2011; Weaver et al., 2009). Uneven noise source distributions typically lead to highly asymmetric correlation functions, which contradict the physical constraint of Green’s function’s reciprocity. For this reason the symmetry of correlation functions has come to be used as a measure of their reliability.

The observation of a multiply scattered equipartitioned wavefield in earthquake coda (Hennino et al., 2001) led Campillo and Paul (2003) to the successful retrieval of the Green’s function between seismic stations using the correlation of the coda from a group of earthquakes. Stehly et al. (2008) recognized that the coda of correlation-based Green’s functions could itself be considered a diffuse wavefield and used the correlation of the coda of the ambient field correlations, which they referred to as C3, to retrieve Green’s functions. Their interpretation of the improved symmetry relative to the C1 Green’s functions was that it arose from the diffuse character of the waves comprising the C1 coda. Froment et al. (2011) further tested this idea and iterated correlation functions to higher orders. They demonstrated that the higher-order correlation of the coda of the C3 functions (C5) also yields symmetric Green’s functions and suggested one could combine complementary information from different correlation functions to improve the results. The C3 method has important advantages and has seen increased application (Ma & Beroza, 2012; Sheng et al., 2017; Spica et al., 2016; Zhang & Yang, 2013). Though we refer higher-order correlation as C3, it is worth noting that there exists another branch of higher-order interferometry, named Source-Receiver Interferometry (SRI). SRI utilizes the energy injected from the surrounding boundaries to construct the Green’s function between a source and a receiver (e.g., Curtis & Halliday, 2010; Halliday & Curtis, 2010).

In contrast to earlier studies, we find that the symmetry of C3 Green’s functions does not arise primarily from the diffuse character of coda wavefield. We demonstrate through both numerical simulation and straightforward mathematical development that even for a nondiffuse wavefield, standard C3 signal...
processing results in symmetric correlations. Although symmetric, such correlations can still be biased given an unfavorable source distribution. While we find that the C3 functions constructed only from the causal (C3+) or anticausal (C3−) part of the C1 coda leads to a more symmetric result than C1, this is a weak effect for the data we have studied. Because it better reflects the true degree to which the coda is equipartitioned, we suggest that the symmetry of the C3+ or C3− correlations individually provides a better measure of correlation function reliability.

Finally, we propose a modified C3 method, which we refer to as prestack C3, that improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the correlation. As the name suggests, the technique constructs C3 correlations from each C1 coda time window but stacks the results at the end of the processing. This differs from previous C3 implementations that first stack over all time windows to construct stable C1 correlation functions and then correlates the coda of those results. Prestack C3 is straightforward to implement, and it significantly accelerates the convergence of the correlation functions, but at a cost of greater storage requirements for intermediate results. We also find that prestack C3 recovers coherent arrivals to higher frequencies than standard processing.

2. Symmetry of Higher-Order Correlation Functions

2.1. Asymmetry of C3+ and C3−

Figure 1 illustrates the C3 workflow, and typical results are displayed in Figure 2. By the standard C3 method, to construct the C3 function between stations CI.CLT and CI.BBR, we first calculate the long-term averaged C1 functions from each virtual source (broadband station in the CI network) to the two target stations. The cross-correlation is performed with all the available data recorded in year 2015, with instrumental response removed. We divide the data into 30-min-long time series and discard those with spikes larger than 8 times the standard deviation of the window. We use coherence interferometry, so that each trace is normalized in the frequency domain during the calculation. Sheng et al. (2017) showed that using all three components of the virtual source station leads to improved results; however, in this paper we only use the vertical component. We select the coda by following previous studies (e.g., Froment et al., 2011; Sheng et al., 2017; Stehly et al., 2008), where a 1,200-s-long time window is picked, starting at twice the Rayleigh wave travel time. We then separately correlate the coda of the causal part (wave propagating toward either CI.CLT or
CI.BBR) and the time-reversed anticausal part (wave propagating outward from either CI.CLT or CI.BBR) of the $C1$ functions, such that for each virtual source, we have two measurements of the associated $C3$ functions: $C3^+$ (using causal coda) and $C3^-/C0$ (using time-reversed anticausal coda). To complete the procedure, we sum the $C3^+$ and $C3^-/C0$ functions over all the virtual sources.

Analogous to earthquake coda, the coda of the correlation functions should be more diffuse than the ballistic parts, and the symmetry of $C3$ has been assumed to result from the diffuse character of the coda wavefield (e.g., Froment et al., 2011; Sheng et al., 2017; Stehly et al., 2008). If symmetry arises from the diffuse wavefield, we would expect both $C3^+$ and $C3^-$ to be symmetric; however, the observations in Figure 2 contradict these expectations. Neither the $C3^+$ nor $C3^-$ function is nearly as symmetric as their sum. In particular, we find that the expected arrival does not depend on the direction of the corresponding virtual source. The averaged $C3^+$ function over all the virtual sources acts like a mirror image of the averaged $C3^-$ function, as illustrated in Figure 2d. Not surprisingly, the sum of these two yields a largely symmetric $C3$ Green’s function.

Figure 2. $C3$ functions between station pair CI.CLT and CI.BBR. (a) $C3^-$ functions from different virtual source stations are displayed in the upper panel with their average shown below. (b) Same as (a) but for $C3^+$ functions. (c) Reference map shows location of target stations, indicated by stars, with virtual source stations marked by triangles. (d) The upper panel shows that the normalized time-reversed $C3^-$ function matches the $C3^+$ function. Note that the sum is largely symmetric.
2.2. Numerical Simulations for a Homogeneous Medium

In the previous subsection we find that the symmetry of the Green's functions extracted by the C3 method arises from signal processing rather than a diffuse coda wavefield. We now examine this further through acoustic numerical simulations using the Madagascar package (Fomel et al., 2013). We start with a lossless homogeneous velocity model, generating only nondiffuse direct waves to examine whether symmetry is preserved in higher-order correlation without diffuse wavefield. Figure 3 gives two examples. Case I represents the situation where the source locates inside the stationary phase zone of two target stations, between which the Green's function is to be extracted. Since there is no scattered wave in such homogeneous velocity model, there is no coda either, and we use the ballistic part of C1 functions to perform the second-order correlation, for example, C2 (correlation of the correlation). C2+ denotes the C2 function constructed from the causal part of correlation functions, while C2− denotes that for the time-reversed anticausal part. In Figure 3a, the C2+ and C2− functions appear on the opposite sides of the time axis and their sum yields a symmetric correlation function, whose phase matches that of the C1 function between the target stations. We use this C1 function to mark the expected travel time throughout our numerical simulations, though it is known to suffer from a π/4 phase shift. The amplitude of the C2 function is stronger in the anticausal part because of the radiation pattern of the actual source and the locations of virtual sources contributing to either C2+ or C2− functions (Figure A1). Case II in Figure 3b is similar but with the source outside of the stationary phase zone. The overall C2 result is still symmetric but the travel time is biased, similar to biases in constructing C1 Green's functions discussed in other studies (e.g., Tsai, 2009). A series of derivations are given in Appendix A to support the observations.

2.3. Numerical Simulations for a Heterogeneous Medium

We create a 2-D heterogeneous medium by superimposing spatial velocity fluctuations onto a constant background velocity (Frankel & Clayton, 1986). The fluctuations are characterized by a von-Karman autocorrelation function (Nakata & Beroza, 2015). We set the autocorrelation length as 0.25 km and the fractal randomness is 0.05, with a maximum 40% velocity perturbation. We explore the results for the two cases shown above. To emphasize the correlation coda, we mute the first 1.5 s of the direct arrivals on the constructed C1 functions. We observe ringing signals on the positive time lag of the C1 functions, while the wavefield shown on the anticausal part appears to be more scattered (Figure 4). The ringing signals result from the cross correlation between the direct arrivals at the virtual sources and the scattered coda waves at the stations. We discuss this aspect of the results in Figure S1 in the supporting information. As shown in Figure 4b, cross-correlating the anticausal coda of the C1 functions, on the other hand, yields similar results to those for the homogeneous case: The correlation response is only observed on one side and the travel time is again biased given an unfavorable source location. Note the one-sided response and bias in travel time are still present even when the late coda is used (Figure S2).

These simple experiments indicate that the noise source distribution still has a strong effect on the C3 results and that the observed symmetry arises as a consequence of signal processing, rather than a diffuse coda wavefield. For this reason the increased symmetry of C3 functions may not be diagnostic of an improvement in the recovered Green’s functions.

2.4. A Subtle C3 Improvement

Although signal processing may be the controlling factor for C3 function symmetry, there is evidence that using the correlation coda does mitigate the strong source irregularity to some extent. For the same station pair CLCLT and CLBBR, Figure 5 compares the causal and the anticausal parts of the retrieved Green’s functions (several more examples are given in Figure S3). We find that the direct arrival on both sides of the C3+ Green’s function is more consistent than those for the C1 Green’s function. We also note that in this example, there is no significant improvement on the C3− Green’s function, implying different wave contributions on the causal versus the anticausal C1 coda. This difference is probably due to the biased source distribution, so that the scatterers are illuminated differently by waves coming from different directions. We suggest that, rather than assessing reliability based on the symmetry of the overall C3 function, the symmetry of the C3+ (or C3−) function alone could serve as a more reliable indication of the reliability of the correlation function.
Figure 3. Numerical simulations for a homogeneous velocity model. (a) Top left shows the geometry of case I, for which two target receivers are surrounded by a circle of virtual source stations and the source is located on the extension of the receiver-receiver line. The following panel shows the simulated data from the source with target receiver recordings highlighted. The rest two display the C1 functions from virtual sources to each of the two target receivers. The first two panels on the second row illustrate the C2+ and C2/C0 results. The C1 function (dashed curve) between the two target receivers approximates the expected travel time. Note the missing parts for certain virtual sources in both cases. This occurs because there is no available signal at those ranges on the C1 functions. The third panel shows the relatively symmetric C2 function that results from averaging the C2+ and C2− functions. (b) Similar to case I except that the source location moves outside of the stationary phase zone of the target receivers. The resulting C2 function, shown in the third figure on the second row, is still symmetric but has a notable bias in the phase shift away from the expected C1 functions in case I.
Numerical simulations with a heterogeneous velocity model. The setting of the two cases is the same as the one explained in Figure 3, except for the velocity model. We characterize the velocity model using a von-Karman spatial autocorrelation function, which is attached as the last plot in case I. The resulting heterogeneous velocity model is attached as the last plot in case II. C1 functions with first-arrivals muted are shown in the upper rightmost subplot in both cases. The coda parts used in constructing C3 functions are highlighted. Though only the C1 functions from the virtual sources to the blue receiver are displayed here, the results of the red receiver is very similar. Note the ringing patterns on the causal coda and more scattered anticausal coda in both cases. Cross correlation of the ringing patterns yield unexpected C3+ results.
3. A Cross-Talk Model for C3

Considering the above results, we propose an alternative explanation for how the C3 method works. It assumes noise sources are correlated to each other and that in constructing C1, we not only consider the correlation between the same signal recorded by different receivers, but also account for the correlation between different signals at those receivers.

We refer to the correlation between different signals as the cross talk of the associated sources. The cross-talk concept is not new. For higher-order interferometry, correlations (or convolutions) between multiple reflections (King & Curtis, 2012) or between the unperturbed background and scattered wavefield (Löer et al., 2014) have been used to explain the appearance of nonphysical energy in the SRI framework. Though we illustrate our model using scattering phases, repeating noise sources that are excited by the same mechanism should have a similar effect. For simplicity, we introduce the model using a 1-D case, where a source is excited from one side, scattered by several scatterers, and recorded on a linear array. Although the scatterers are considered secondary sources, the excited wavefields are not completely independent of each other. We simplify the signals with impulsive spikes in Figure 6a. Figure 6b reveals that the C1 functions with the first receiver as the virtual source consistently present a banded pattern across the array for both positive and negative time lags. Each banded pattern can be recognized as one virtual wavefield, excited at the first receiver and recorded by the rest of the array. If we take the C1 functions on two receivers and perform C3, adding the cross correlation within each virtual wavefield gives rise to a strong response, at the correct time lag, consistent with the travel time from one target receiver to another. Recall that in the C3 technique, we take the anticausal coda and time reverse it. By doing so, we mirror the banded pattern and therefore mirror the C3 result. This explains why the structure of signal processing is responsible for the observed symmetry.

We offer this explanation for the C3 case, but the same logic applies to even higher-order correlations (e.g., C5) as well.

The cross-talk explanation predicts that the banding should be present in the data. We construct C1 functions among the stations in the XD array in Southern California. The geometry of the network (Figure 6c) is similar to the 1-D case illustrated above. The source of ambient seismic energy is mostly from the Pacific Ocean, to the west of the array. Figure 6d also shows the C1 functions constructed from the noise data in a 15-min-long...
time window. The results are aligned with increasing distance from the virtual source, which is the leftmost station (XD.A01) in the array. It is clear that there are banded patterns showing up on both sides of the C1 functions. These localized patterns, with a consistent moveout, likely correspond to localized scatterers that are sensitive to the orientation of the incoming seismic waves. Though not specifically discussed, such banded patterns have also been observed in other studies, for example, Figure 2c in Lin et al. (2013) and Figures 11c and 11d in Nakata et al. (2015). Seismic noise sources vary spatially over time, suggesting that C1 functions from different time windows will have different cross-talk patterns.

The standard C3 method carries out ensemble averaging of the C1 functions over time. In constructing C3 functions, such time averaging may manifest another level of cross talk—the cross correlation between signals in different realizations. That is, it assumes intrinsic coherency between noise sources excited at different time periods. The existence of such higher-level cross talk would contaminate the C3 function, leading to
relatively poor SNR, as has been observed in the previous studies (Froment et al., 2011; Sheng et al., 2017; Stehly et al., 2008). Figure S4 illustrates this with an example, in which we compare the cross correlation from different combinations of realizations. This observation motivates an approach to avoid such contamination by iterating cross correlation in each individual time window. We refer to this modified processing method as prestack C3.

4. The Pre-Stack C3 Method

As suggested previously, the difference between our prestack C3 and the standard C3 method lies in the order of forming and stacking correlation functions. Though in a different scenario, where a controlled source
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*Figure 7.* Normalized Green’s function from XD.A01 to XD.A16 retrieved by using different techniques as labeled. From left to right the result is at 3–10 s, 1–3 s, and 0.5–1 s period. From top to bottom, the methods used are C1, standard C3, and prestack C3 methods.

relatively poor SNR, as has been observed in the previous studies (Froment et al., 2011; Sheng et al., 2017; Stehly et al., 2008). Figure S4 illustrates this with an example, in which we compare the cross correlation from different combinations of realizations. This observation motivates an approach to avoid such contamination by iterating cross correlation in each individual time window. We refer to this modified processing method as prestack C3.

4. The Pre-Stack C3 Method

As suggested previously, the difference between our prestack C3 and the standard C3 method lies in the order of forming and stacking correlation functions. Though in a different scenario, where a controlled source
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*Figure 8.* Green’s functions from the westernmost station XD.A01 to the other stations through XD.A16. Each trace is normalized and plotted with increasing distance away from station XD.A01. (a) Green’s functions in 1–3 s period and (b) Green’s functions in 1–2 Hz frequency band.
is used with a boundary of receivers and another boundary of sources, Löer et al. (2014) demonstrated the idea of prestack by performing SRI source by source before the stacking. An analogy could be drawn between the SRI in Löer et al. (2014) and our prestack C3 method, which performs C3 source subset by source subset before the stacking. We compare the effect of this order for correlation functions between the station pair XD. A01-XD.A16, with all available data recorded in 2011 (Figure 7). Each C1 function is constructed over a 15-min time window, and the coda starts at twice the Rayleigh wave travel time. The comparison of these estimated Green’s function serves as a performance measurement of different methods. We do not use symmetry for that comparison because we have shown that it is primarily attributable to signal processing. We time reverse the C3/C0 functions and then add them to the C3+ functions to form the C3 result. We use all the stations, except XD.A01 and XD.A16, in the XD network (35 stations) as virtual sources in the standard C3 processing. While in the prestack C3 method, we use only the first five stations on the left as virtual sources. Figure S5 illustrates the effect of the number of virtual sources in the prestack C3 method. It shows that adding more virtual sources will not always increase the SNR of the resulting correlation function; five virtual sources are enough for the data we use. SNR here is defined as the ratio between the peak amplitude of the first arrival and the root-mean-square of the late coda.

Compared with the other two methods, the prestack C3 technique consistently gives high-SNR Green’s functions over all frequency bands considered (Figure 7), while standard C3 fails to extract coherent signals at short periods (1–3 s and 0.5–1 s) and yields poor-SNR correlation functions even at the longest periods (3–10 s) considered. Note that neither C1 nor the standard C3 method is able to extract coherent signals at 0.5–1 s period, but prestack C3 appears to extend the recover of a coherent arrival in the correlation results to higher frequency.

To examine the reliability of the response, we plot a virtual-source gather of the Green’s functions constructed by the prestack C3 method. We take station XD.A01 as the virtual source. Figure 8 shows the results at two frequency bands. Although noisier than its counterpart, the moveout in Figure 8b can still be easily recognized. Moreover, at high frequency we observe weak arrivals showing up with approximately the correct time lag on the anticausal side of the Green’s functions. This suggests that energy propagating from the east side of the array is stronger at high frequency. Figure S6 shows the same moveout plots along with those constructed by the C1 and the standard C3 method.

We can also judge the performance of prestack C3 by examining how rapidly the correlation functions converge to the long-term correlations (Seats et al., 2012). We use the correlation coefficient between the short-term (accumulated daily) and the long-term correlation functions to assess the convergence rate. The correlation coefficients are calculated independently for each method, and the period band we focus on here is 1–3 s. Note that we window the correlation functions between ~100 s and 100 s, so that the correlation coefficients are mainly determined by the ballistic wave contributions. Figure 9 shows the correlation coefficient curve, which indicates that the prestack C3 method significantly accelerates convergence.

5. Discussions and Conclusions

We propose an alternative explanation for higher-order cross correlations that explains the observations of asymmetry of the C3+ and C3− response and why their summation is symmetric. There remains a connection between our cross-talk model and the original conceptualization, which in effect states that the coda of a C1 function is composed of multiply-
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**Figure 9.** Convergence curve of C1 and prestack C3 method. The horizontal axis shows how many days of data are used to get the Green’s function. The vertical axis indicates the cross-correlation coefficient of the Green’s function relative to the long-term averaged result.
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**Figure 10.** Illustration of the modulation in cross correlation. The source is situated in the stationary phase zone for (b) but not (a). solid lines with arrows indicate raypaths illuminated either by the source (blue) or the scatterer (red). (a) Source, station A and the scatterer are not collinear, which makes the cross correlation between source-scatterer-B and source-A not equal to A-scatterer-B. (b) Source, station A and the scatterer lie on the same line and cross-correlating source-scatterer-B with source-A gives the same travel time as A-scatterer-B.
scattered waves. In the cross-talk framework, these multiply-scattered waves can be understood as the cross-correlation between the signal from the original source and those illuminated by different scatterers. What we emphasize is that the contribution of the cross-talk to the virtual wavefield cannot be equivalent to an actual wave excited at one receiver, scattered and then recorded by another receiver. In cases when the actual source is not at the stationary point (Halliday & Curtis, 2009; Snieder, Wapenaar, & Larner, 2006), the virtual ray path is modulated. The schematic representation in Figure 10 visualizes such modulation. It is worth pointing out that generally our interpretation of the correlation coda is not in conflict with its successful application, for example, on temporal variation analyses (e.g., Brenguier et al., 2008; Duputel et al., 2009; Mordret et al., 2016; Wegler & Sens-Schönfelder, 2007). Since the cross talks are primarily composed of scattered waves, they will be more sensitive to the medium than the original noise wavefield and therefore more suitable for time-dependent monitoring (Hadziioannou et al., 2009). However, if the correlation coda is dominant by cross talks, interpretations of the extracted temporal variations, especially their locations, could be affected.

Unlike seismic sources (or scatterers), virtual source stations cannot excite a real wavefield. Cross-correlating signals at stations is essentially a process of data manipulation, which reorganizes the original wavefield information without generating new information. From this point of view, the argument of the coexisting comparable wavefields on C1 coda between two stations in both directions, which has been used to explain the symmetry of the C3 functions, is misleading. However the above statement could still be true if there were equivalent energy flux from both directions, indicating a roughly homogeneous noise source distribution. In most cases including the one we have studied, a scattered wavefield from one station to another does not guarantee its counterpart. In other words, higher-order cross correlations, such as C3+ or C3−, will give a more symmetric Green’s function only if the original wavefield allows it.

We present the cross-talk model in the 1-D case. The approach will work in 3-D; however, the geometric analogy is correspondingly more complex. A combination of an irregular array and varying seismic noise sources would present a complex C1 moveout distribution. An alternative understanding of the model would be to isolate the contribution from each individual signal at the virtual source. Therefore, a C3 function, modulated by the autocorrelation of each virtual source signal, could be recognized as a filtered version of the C1 function between the target stations. This interpretation is consistent with the simulations in section 2, which shows that wherever the virtual source is, the associated higher-order correlation function tends to mimic the C1 function, which itself is strongly influenced by the original noise wavefield. From this perspective, prestack C3 may not mitigate the bias due to nondiffuse sources. This argument may seem to be at odds with the SRI, which has been proven to suppress nonphysical arrivals by second-order correlations (e.g., King & Curtis, 2012). Though SRI is also suitable for extracting the Green’s function between a virtual source and a receiver (Curtis & Halliday, 2010), it has been mostly used to bridge a real source and a receiver, which combines two independent wavefields: the ambient noise wavefield and the wavefield excited from the target source. While the Green’s functions from the target source, either active (e.g., Duguid et al., 2011) or passive (e.g., Entwistle et al., 2015), are unbiased, it ensures that SRI sees fewer artifacts in the ultimate results.

A notable feature of cross correlation prior to stacking is that it accelerates convergence of the retrieved correlation functions. We demonstrate that cross-correlating the virtual sources discriminates the incoherent and coherent components of the recorded data and that the coherent signals improve the resolution of the second-order cross correlation. Faster convergence could be critical in situations where data are limited so that the C1 method fails to extract reliable Green’s functions. It could also be useful for resolving time dependence, such as found by Hadziioannou et al. (2011) who have shown that high temporal resolution is necessary to observe small velocity change above the measurement precision; however, since prestack C3 may have time-variable sampling of the ambient field, it remains to be demonstrated that it would offer an advantage for this purpose.

Extending correlation results to higher frequency is crucial for many applications. Nakata et al. (2015) have demonstrated the feasibility of using dense large-N arrays with a phase isolation filter to achieve this purpose; however, despite the trend of deploying dense arrays, most available networks have much larger interstation distances. We show that at least in our experiments, owing to the rapid convergence, it is possible to use the prestack C3 method to extend the high-frequency limit substantially.
Appendix A: Derivations of Higher-Order Cross Correlations for a Homogeneous Lossless Medium

The schematic of the derivation is shown in Figure A1. The location of each virtual source is \((r \cos \theta, r \sin \theta)\). The observed data \(u\) at each receiver is

\[
\begin{align*}
  u_1 &= S J (r_1) \exp \left\{ i k \left( \frac{z}{\cos \psi} + \Delta x \sin \psi \right) \right\} \\
  u_2 &= S J (r_2) \exp \left\{ i k \left( \frac{z}{\cos \psi} - \Delta x \sin \psi \right) \right\} \\
  u_v &= S J (r_v) \exp \{ i k d \}.
\end{align*}
\]

where \(d\) is the distance between the actual source and the virtual source:

\[
d = \sqrt{r^2 + x^2 + z^2 - 2r \sqrt{x^2 + z^2 \cos^2 \left( \frac{\pi}{2} + \theta - \psi \right)}}
\]

\(S\) is the source spectrum, \(k\) the wave number in the medium, which is assumed to be homogeneous, and \(J\) is the geometrical spreading function, which is:

\[
J_3D = \frac{2}{r} \quad \text{and} \quad J_{2D} = \frac{r \exp(\psi)}{2 \sqrt{\pi \sin \psi}},
\]

in 3-D and 2-D, respectively (Snieder & Chapman, 1998). For simplicity, we assume that the source signature is a delta function \((\delta(\omega) = 1)\) and ignore geometrical spreading \(J\), since we are mostly interested in the phase of correlation functions. We also assume that \(\Delta x\) is small and that the plane wave approximation holds at stations 1 and 2.

The cross correlation of wavefields (C1) between a virtual source and the two target stations is therefore given by

\[
C_{1v} = \exp \left\{ i k \left( \frac{z}{\cos \psi} + \Delta x \sin \psi - d \right) \right\}
\]

\[
C_{2v} = \exp \left\{ i k \left( \frac{z}{\cos \psi} - \Delta x \sin \psi - d \right) \right\}
\]

Depending on the location of the virtual source stations, relative to the target stations, the energy could be on the causal or the anticausal part (Figure A1). Correlation of the correlation (with \(C_{1v}\), acting as the source) can be written as

\[
C_2^+ = (C_{1v})^+(C_{2v}) = \exp(-2i k \Delta x \sin \psi)
\]

\[
C_2^- = (C_{1v})^-(C_{2v}) = \exp(2i k \Delta x \sin \psi)
\]

where we obtain anticausal waves from \(C_2^+\) and causal waves from \(C_2^-\) as shown in Figure 3. We note that neither \(C_2^+\) nor \(C_2^-\) depends on \(d\), which implies they are not controlled by the location of virtual source stations. This indicates that the extracted waves have the same phase for different virtual sources, although the amplitudes should vary as the geometrical spreading term \(J\) varies for different virtual source locations. Both the phase and amplitude match the simulation results in Figure 3. Averaging the higher-order cross correlation over virtual sources helps to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of target waves.

Equation (A4) also shows that the constructed waves have biases that vary with \(\sin \psi\). Note that the correct Green’s function should be proportional to \(\exp(\pm 2i k \Delta x)\), and this is only true when \(\psi = \pm 90^\circ\), that is, case I in section 2.2.
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